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The Heavy Ion Spectrometer System (HISS) is a relativistic heavy ion research facility at the Bevalac accelerator complex, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL). This spectrometer can provide fields of up to 30K gauss within a volume of more than 3 cubic meters. This facility is equipped with a number of large, flexible detector systems. Over the last four years, a loosely coupled data acquisition and analysis system has been written for use at this facility. This system will be described in detail with particular emphasis on development of high data rate capabilities.
Hardware Data Acquisition Computer
Data acquisition is performed on any of three PDP-11 front-end computers. Each of these has local disk storage and magnetic tape (either 800 or 1600 BPI). In addition, each front-end is interfaced to a single disk controller shared with a VAX 11/780. Experimental data are acquired from a number of CAMAC crates interconnected by a standard branch highway. These branch highways are interfaced to each front-end computer through a MBD programmable branch driver. The only CAMAC hardware the data acquisition system requires i's a 12-channel input and 12-channel output register used by data acquisition software. These modules reside in stations 1 and 2 of each system's crate number 1. Each processor accesses the disk as if it were a privately owned device. The "sharing" function is performed by the controller, which round-robins among all four interfaces, pausing at each long enough to service any pending disk requests. Latencies caused by multiple simultaneous requests appear to individual systems simply as excessively long disk seek operations. Since neither the RSX-11M or VMS operating systems attempts seek-optimization for these disks, no system intervention is triggered.
Analysis Computer
The analysis computer is a VAX 11/780 with 4 Mbyte of memory and over 1 Gbyte of on-line storage. In addition to the shared disk system described above, the system has a simple magnetic tape drive (800/1600 BPI), a Versatec printer-plotter, several line printers, three DECNET high-speed data links, and a host of terminal interfaces. Each interrupt trigger (of 12 possible) starts a section of user-written MBD code that acquires and formats an event. These events are of variable length and contain a fixed header consisting only of a byte count and event id. The remainder of the event is formatted by the experimenter to contain the output *We wish to acknowledge the efforts of F. Weik (formerly of GSI) for major development of DATACQ. 0018-9499/83/1000-3953$01.00O©1983 IEEE of whatever CAMAC modules are desired. The MBD code places these events into a buffer area in PDP-11 memory. When it appears that an event will cause a buffer to exceed some predetermined length (currently 8K bytes), the MBD declares that section of PDP-11 memory to be a valid data buffer and releases it to the program DATACQ. It should be noted that the MBD is initially given a large area of memory by DATACQ, and it is responsible for filling in and breaking up this area into smaller, variable length data buffers. The only restrictions placed on the MBD are that it use only memory "given" to it by DATACQ and that it not produce buffers exceeding a predetermined length.
DATACQ is primarily a sophisticated buffer handling program. Although it does pass messages to the MBD code (e.g., begin run, end run), its only real task is to "give" memory to the MBD and then distribute the results of the MBD's efforts to tape and disk. The initial implementation of DATACQ passed data buffers from the MBD directly to tape and disk. This meant that during the time of actual tape and disk transfer, these buffers were locked down and unavailable to either DATACQ or the MBD. As the Bevalac accelerator produces an experimental beam only one second out of every six, it was felt that some form of in-core data caching during the one-second beam spill would be of great advantage. Accordingly, the tape and disk output routines of DATACQ were rewritten to pass data buffers off to a larger (up to 32k word) buffer in upper PDP-11 memory. The transfer was accomplished by use of system memory mapping services and a programmed move loop. Although time consuming, this method was able to release data buffers to DATACQ far quicker than direct transfers to tape would allow. Data transferred to this secondary buffer area was subsequently routed to tape and shared disk. In addition, data buffers within this area were available, on a sampling basis, to any monitoring program requesting them.
Poor Performance.
Experience with this two-tiered buffering scheme had shown performance of about 25-30K words/second in a typical experimental setup. Although this was within a factor of two of the design goal, it was less than spectacular performance. Investigation of the system's behavior was undertaken. Parts words/second instantaneous. It is somewhat amusing to see the PDP-11 finishing up tape and disk transfers from the previous spill at the same time the MBD is collecting experiment data from the current spill.
Shared Disk Architecture
Pieces of software in both the data acquisition and the analysis machine are co-responsible for writing and reading data in the appropriate shared disk file. Unfortunately, while the disk controller is capable of transparently processing disk I/O requests from up to four computers, it is quite ignorant of any higher level structure on the disk. This on-disk file structure is built and maintained by the operating system. In an effort to increase file system throughput, all four operating systems (RSX and VMS) maintain in-core caches of currently used directories and disk allocation bit maps. Therefore, it is impossible to maintain a dynamic and fully shared file system on this disk. Our approach has been to use standard file utilities to create three large data files (one for each front-end) and a number of small descriptor files. The file system access codes for all these files and, in fact, for all file directories residing on this disk are then modified to deny all users the ability to create, delete, or extend any file. In short, the disk contains a standard--but static--file structure. This allows the use of standard system file I/O routines to access both data and descriptor files.
Each front-end data file has a small associated descriptor file. This file contains pointers to the location within a data file of the latest data, the oldest data, and the most recent beginning-of-run The VAX makes experimental data available to user programs through the use of a standard program interface. This interface allows access to the following: live data from any of the three front-end computers, previously collected data stored on disk, or a series of special facility monitoring data sources. The data interface is dealt with in detail elsewhere in this volume (see A Uniform Data Interface, Mark Bronson). However, a few details are worth mentioning here. There is no single VAX process that polls the shared disk to look for recent data. Each process that opens a logical channel to the shared disk invokes subroutines that perform this polling on the user's behalf. A small global section exists for each of three front-ends. These sections contain, among other things, copies of the descriptor files mentioned earlier. 
Observations
After several years' experience with this system, we have found some of our initial assumptions borne out. Our initial design sought to keep the connections between front-end acquisition machines and the VAX analysis machine quite "loose". We understood that it would be unacceptable to allow the failure of any single machine (e.g., system crash) to affect the state of the others. However, we also sought to eliminate any need for a spiders' web of intercommuniating tasks spanning the gap betwen the acquisition and analysis machines. We felt that close participation between a VAX process and DATACQ would violate the "clean" separation between data acquisition and data analysis/monitoring and would, inevitably, lead to stopped programs in unforeseen system scheduler states.
Our initial decision has proven to be correct. No real need has arisen for closer participation (e.g., task-to-task communication) between machines. We feel this is due to several factors. First, the data accessing routines have proven to be both easy and desirable for experimenters to implement. Simple redirection of analysis programs among live and stored data sources is a difficult feature to pass up. These routines cannot be fully implemented within the confines of the PDP-11; they are available only on the VAX. Experimenters have incorporated these routines into both large analysis packages and simple monitoring programs. In each instance, we are able to place the experimenter as "close" to live data as seems necessary. As long as these routines obviate the need to get "closer" to the data, programs will not migrate into the front-end machine.
A second factor in attracting, and keeping, experimenter code in the analysis machine is the VAX itself. The variety of software tools available on the VAX make it a far more pleasant and productive programming environment than the PDP-11. Freed from the constraints of the 16-bit address space of the PDP-11, data can be dealt with in a straightforward manner using large data arrays.
Future Plans
As a final note, it should be noted that the current shared disk installation has been implemented at two additional beam areas. At these locations, completely different experimental areas share a single VAX 11/780 in the same manner as the three separate front-end machines at HISS. An additional VAX 11/780 has just been purchased for use in a third shared disk configuration. This system will be positioned to offer on-line data analysis to the remaining Bevalac experimental areas. 
